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Weight estimates for long-range surface-to-air guided missiles

by

D. G. King-Hele
and

H. Hiller

SUMMARY

Weight estimates are made for high-altitude surfaoe-to-air missiles
having ranges between 30 and 200 n.miles, and the effects of eleven design
parameters are investigated. Propulsion is by ramjet, and guidanoe is
tacitly assumed to include a mid-oourse phase, folloed by radar homing in
the terminal phase. The 'standard' missile, after rocket boost to X = 2
at sea level, olisba under ramjet power, steeply at first and then more
gently in the stratosphere, so that it reaches its design altitude of
70,000 ft at a Mach number M of 3 and a ground range of about 25 nmiles.
This standard missile carries a payload (warhead + guidance) of 700 lb,
develops a maximm lateral acceleration of 8g at design altitude, and is
assumed to suffer an rm.s. lateral aoceleration of 2g in its mid-oourse
flight. The estimated weight of the missile for 100 n.miles range at
70,000 ft altitude is about 1900 ib without boosts (see Fig.1 for sketoh).
Estimnates are made of the changes in weight resulting from changes in design
altitude, range, missile diameter, payload weight, payload density, maximmn
lateral acceleration. r.m-s. lateral aoceleration, boost Madh nmber, pro-

* pulsion and layout (Fgs.8-1(j. Th ropulsion range of the standard mis-
sile (designed for 70,000 ft altitude) on various trajectories - up-end-along,
up-slong-down-along, and beam-riding, to target altitudes between 360OO and
70,000 ft - is also given (Figs.21-29).
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I Inrduto

The British surfao-to-.fr guidd weapons now being devloed were
designed przimaiy to meot the threat from "siono bomes flying at alti-
tudes up to 50*000 ft and dropping conventcal bom6s Mesa. 'Stags It
missiles have axiaa ranges of about 20 . iles and their umnoeuvzebiiW
in inadequate to deal with evading targets at altitude& ubtantially above
50#000 ft The need to extend thee altitude and range" has long been
apparent and attention has now tuwned touz'ds, wissiles designed for' Inter-
caption at ranges of about 100 nemilese ad altitudes up to about 70&000 ft.

Single-stage guidanoe qatems, as used In the Stags 1 sufo-t-
weapons, will be unable to meot the no- Interoeptioui rangs requkemmnts,
eve when stretohed to the Limit of teoanaml possibilityo Ouitiam s wt
therefore be divided into two phasee, a 112m (of as yet
unspeoli ed type), uhich brings the missile~zi n nog to the target to

oaryout a temia aa migPa The hoig may be eia semi-
goieor acie h"wmatraie being associated respectively with

the 'Stage IIIand 'Stage 2' defaeo system.

Bemause of the present uncertainties about guidano. and about target
behaviour, the effects of eleven design par'amters were investigate& in ft"i
Note. To keep the work within reasonable bound& staardaz values were chosen
for eabh of the parameters and each was then varied In turn. The para-
meters are listad., together with standard values anc the ranges of values
oovered, In Table 1.

Table I

The eleven dea±m parameters and their values

parameter Symrbol Unit Staindard value Rage ot "lAmu

Design altitude ft 70,000 50,000 -80,000
Range x nmiiea, 87(orl100) 30 -200
Missile body dAi-aer d ft 2 1.6 - 3
Payload (warhead +

guiianOe) 3b 700 300 -1200
Payload density 3b/ou ft 52 25 -10
Max. available lateral

acoeleration N£8 5 -12

Steady remesa lateral
aooelexation ag21-,

MahNo. at endofboost No 2 W.-.

Standar'd Vps Var'iants

ProP~lalon. ramjet tubojet a01 xrooht
layout f~m~qioging.Wing

Mhe standard uamilas e 1W aujet and boosted to X a 2 as feble Z
miqls ollaba at about Wto Use barlasobl as tar as 36 000 ft altOki.

40.anid then morn gmaty,p at a nun agle of about if# to it. &esW1 &.1tde
at70,000 ft hiIt satd ts e up @DOMof X 3 and at Ar ge
of 23 nenlese

-6
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2 Range and desain alituid

The expected threat, iftich is little better than. a guess at present, mast
detemins the choice, of missile range a .desaign altitde. So a fairly wide
bracket of values of both rsnzg and design altitude bad to be covered hrs.
Sum upper limits can however be set. .The eary-wsning rang will not nor-
mally ecad 250 miles and since the target may fly as fast as the missiles a
missile range grater than about: 150 miles is not often likl.y to be usef.l,
even if the misasile launching area is 50 miles behind the early-wazzing station.
100 noJles has therefore been taken as a convenient round figure for missile
range, and ranges up to 20C n.miles (or sometimes 400) have boe covered. As
ref.4 shs, missile weight tends to become exoessive if 8g lateral aoelera-
tion has to be produced at altitudes above 80,000 ft by aerodynamic mans.
80,000 ft has therefore been taken as an upper limit for design altitude.
(Design altitude is defined as the mxinu altitide at which the design lateral
aooeleration here usually 8g, can be devloped. ) The altitude for which the
Stage i missiles were designed, 50,000 ft, has been taken as the. lower limit
for design altitude. • It is thought that the fastest targets likely are X -
2.5 to 3) and for these the optimua operating altitude will probably be about
60-65.,000 ft. They may however fly for short periods at up to 5-10,000 ft
higher. So 70,000 ft has been taken as the standard design altitude.

3 Guidance anid warhead

As stated in the Introduotioa it ii assuned t at missile guidance consists
of a mid-course phase, operating fr= lauch 'util the missile -is near enough
to the target to look-on its homing head, and a terminal homing phase. It is
further assumed that for aotive terminal homing a common transmitting and
receiving aerial can be used.

The form of mil-guiance, as yet unsettled, affeots three of the missile
design parameters, namly:

(1) Weight of guidanoe equipment. To quote two of the possibil.ties
inertia mid-course gudAnoe might weigh about 200 lb; beam-ding
perhaps 150 .b.

(2) Trajectory. If target altitude were known it would no doubt be
possible for the missile to fly on an Up-en-along trajectory or
up-along-down-along (ie. climb to optioun cruising altitude; level
flight there; descent to target altitude; 1W-20 mile. level flight
there). In the absenoe of information about target alttude, vh~oh
might be denied by Jamming, the missile might have to fly on a line-
of-sight trajectory, vhich would lead to much hihe fuel oonsuemtion.
All three types of tajeotccy have been investigated here.

(3) Mean lateral acceleration dmaded duig the mid-oolus phase. Thi
will depend on (a) the method of guiac (.g. beamv-iding or pro-
portional. navigation), (b) the limit chosen for missile lateral
acceleration during mid-course (this limit could probably ho ach
lor than the zmxazum available), an (o) the tim. interval between
the comma s to the missile to change oourse. Here an r.m.s. lateral
saceratim of 2g has been talon as standard and values between Ig
and 49 hve been covered.

rgors in mi ssi posifton and heading at the end of mId-course guldaae,
again not yet kou at all souately, affect th required hodmi-eAd look-=
renge, uh±d in turn dependse on dish dismete. (Ref.6 atuies the otteots of
Iamug ranV and m14"awr m~ on nein _14M 11W. ) Bere tae

tnsa$ missle dimter W been tsJA as 2 ft, o* to a dish
disatwe eeon ape20iAs, mzdm le dsmtor hobe 1.6ftad ft
have been'Oonsidared.

-7-
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Two other design parameters, the maxium lateral acceleration and the
warhead weight, depend on the expected behaviour of missile and target in
the final phase (assuming missile manoeuvrability is adequate to oorot mid-
course errors). The values which ought to be chosen for these two parameters
remain unoertain, if only because the evasive manoeuvre of the target, and
its radar-refleoting and structural properties are unknown. For -axiuam
lateral acceleration, 8g has here been taken as standard, values between 5g
and 12g being covered.

To deal with the uncertainties about warhead and guidance weights,
payloads* between 500 and 1200 lb and payload densities between 25 and
100 Ib/ou ft have been covered. The standard payload is 700 Ib, and the
standard density is 52 lb/ou ft, implying roughly equal division of the
700 lb between guidance and warhead.

4 Propulsion. speed and trajectory

4.1 Choice of vopusion

References 1-5 provide comparable weight estimates for surfaoe-to-air
missiles powered by rocket, ramjet or turbojet engines. From these
References it is possible to obtain, either directly or with minor moifi-
cations, weight-versus-range curves for missiles carrying a payload of
34.0 2b, having a design Mach number of 2 and a maximum lateral acceleration
of about lOg, flying on either up-and-along trajectories to 45,000 ft altitude
(refs.1-3) or beam-riding trajectories to 65,000 ft altitude (ref.4). These
comparable curves are plotted in Fig.2# the full lines referring to up-end-
along trajectories to 45,000 ft and the broken lines to beam-riding trajeo-
tories to 65,000 ft.

Pig.2 shows that, for ranges greater than 30 miles, ramjet missiles are
oonsiderably lighter than rockets for 45,000 ft design altitude, and that
this superiority increases under the severer conditions of beam-riding to
65,000 ft. Also, for ranges up to about 150 n.miles, ramjet missiles are
appreciably lighter than turbojet missiles for 45,000 ft altitude - though it
should be emphasized that quite a small reduction in turbojet specifio weight
could oanoel out this advantage.

When speed is increased above X = 2, ramjet efficiency improves rela-
tive to turbojet and rocket. In the missiles of this Note therefore, where
speeds up to M = 3 are used, the rocket is not likely to show to advantage.
From Pig.2 it would appear that the turbojet might be competitive with the
ramjet at the longest ranges, although ixwreLsing speed to N = 3 and alti-
tude to 70,000 ft will tilt the scales in favour of the ramjet. For at
X = 3 the turbojet's fuel oonsumption is only a little les than the ramjet's
and the higher engine weight leads to higher empty weight and hence greater
wing and control surface area to maintain a given lateral acceleration and
control time-lag. A few weight eatimates have been made for rocket and turbo-
jet missiles to give some idea of the weight increases which would oocur, but
most of the results are for r&ujet missiles.

A fixed-geo.try ramjet motor has been assumed because it was thought
that the extra weight of a variable intake or exit nozzle would be greater
than the fuel saved.

$ Payload i defined as warhead (inoluding fuse) plus guidance (ioluding
lan power st pi,, but eouing ra ).

-"8-
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4.2 iil.e a

4.2.1 Desa 5 ed.

The missile design Mach tmber K. (i.e. the Mac number in level fLight
at design altitude, 70,000 ft) has here been taken as 3. The arguments which
point towards this value are discussed below under four headings.

(a) Aerodynamio lift

The wing area needed to produce a given lateral acceleration, and the con-
trol surface area needed to secure a given control time-lag both decrease as
speed increases. As a result there would be a sharp reduction in missile weight
as Mi was increased from 2 to 3 (other things being equal), though little
would be saved by going above X1 = 3 because the wings and controls would then
already be fairly small. If motors, fuel and bo&y struoture formed a fixed per-
oentage of all-up weight, 5 %, the missile weights for Mi - 2, 3 and 3.5 would
be about 2400 b, 1850 ob and 1750 lb respectively for a payload of 700 3b. If
turning circle, and not lateral aoceleration, were the quantity which ought to
be kept constant as speed increases, these weight differeres would be less.

(b) ngine pdormen e

Boost weight tends to become excessive if a Mach rmber mauh greater than
2 is demanded at boost separation. The ramjet motors should therefore be
capable of accelerating the missile from a Madh number near 2 to its design
Mach number. Now it is difficult to design a fixed-geometry ramjet with good
performance over a wide range of Mach number: with the lowest M near 2,

= 3.5 can probably be regarded as an upper limit if a reasonably efficient
design is sought. No advantage is gained, however, by going above X = 3, forwith a simple oonioal-oentrebody intake, specific fuel consumption tends to fall
as design Mach number increases from 2 to 3 anl then to rise again for Mi > 3
(see e.g. Fig.1i(a) of ref,8).

(c) Heating

Aerodynamic heating becomes much more severe as speed is ireased between
X = 2.5 and 3.5. The equilibrium boundary-layer temperatures at M a 2.5, 3
and 3.5 are about 190C, 2800C and 39Q0C respectively. The missile akin,
though it would only locally reach these temperatures during the compartively
abort time of flight, would probably have to be of steel for X = 3; and
materials for the radome present a more serious and as yet unsolved iroble&
Increasing speed from M a 3 to X = 3.5 would seriously aggravate the
difficulties.

(d) Defence tactics

Tactically,. high speed is an advantage. iw a given gaidance range Inter-
oeptions an be made further from the launcher and a single o of lauxbo
can defend a wider front. Pig.3 ohos the areas within which Interoeptian can
be made, for various values of missile/target speed ratio /'VT. A missile
boosted to X 2 might have a men ground speed of 2600 fTsec if its design
Mach number M. wee 3 , or 2200 ft/aseo if MI - 2.5, i-e. aginst a 2500 ft/
saotarget VV 0 a 1.01* and 0.88 in the two oasse. So reducng Mi frm 3
to 2.5 reduoes ti e late;ral cover 30 miles sh" of the launcher Zm about 160 -

to about 125 miles (see ig.-3). The higher the miss.le speed too, the less
danger thee is from feint attacks, when the en=W approaches tb defenoes to
draw their fire, and then turns and retreats.

Indiua l, these four apments ae not cogent enou& to Justif a
Precise cholce of Mach unber. Taken together, howeer, they see= to point to
a value not far froa 3 as the best oc.amisso

-S -
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4.2.2 Boost speed

A similar compromise mast be sought in choosing the Mach nunber at the
end of boost, 40. Since a ramjet can provide a given thrust at a mudh lower
fuel oonsuption than a solid-fuel rooket for Mach numbers between 1.5 and 3,
the acceleration in this phase can best be done by rsmjet, provided of course
that the thrust-drag margin at the lowest speeds is great enough. Heating
problems too are eased 5f the Mach number is kept as low as possible during
the early part of the climb, where, for given M, heating rates will be
highest. Thus, if the ramjet motor design is fixed, it would seem best to
find the Maoh number Mo min at which the motors can just accelerate the
missile on some suitable olimb path, and to choose for Mo a value very
little above Mo i, - only enough to provide a safety margin. If the motor
design is not fixiedhowevers the question which arises is: "How far should
the motor design be biassed to give low values of Mo mins ise. high thrust
at low Mach number?" Only a grossly quantized answer can be given. With a
design Mach number of 3 it is oertainlv worth modifying ramjet design to give
good thrust down to X = 2.5, since this can be done with little loss in
thrust or increase in fuel oonsumption. It is probably worth further modify-
ing the design to give good thrust down to M - 2, since the losses in design
thrust eto. are not prohibitive and the saving in boost weight is large (about
0.75 x missile weight). It is almost oertainly not worth striving for high
thrust at M = 1.5 since (i) the ramjet is fundamentally less efficient at
this Mach number, t2) a Mach number range of 1.5-3 is too wide for a fixed
geometry ramjet, and (3) less is saved in boost weight in going from M, = 2
to MO - 1.5 (about- 0.45 x missile weight).

Again, these arguments are by no means conclusive, but they do point
towards a value near 2 for Mo. Here therefore the engine design was chosen
with a boost Mach nuiber of 2 in mind. The effects of changing Mo, while
retaining the same engine, were afterwards investigated.

, .3 Choice of anginadesn Parametes

In choosing the oriins design charaotr~stics the aim nost be toprdc

a motor which develops Just enough thrust both for level flight at design
speed at design altitude, and for oliub at lower speeds and altitudes. A pre-
liminary estimate of the requirements for the missiles in this Note suggested
that the engine would he well matched to the two requirements if its net
thrust coefficient oT were roughly the same at X u 2 and M n 3., thus
implying that on should have a maximum somewhere between X n 2 and X 3
while not dropping too far below this value at either X m 2 or X m % On
an up-and-along trajectory to 70,000 ft altitude and 100 n.miles range,
rou y J of the fuel is used in the first half of theclimjM:2.0 to 2.6),
I in the second half (M - 2.6 to 3. 0), .nd J in level flight( 3) so low
specific fuel consumption is Important throughout the speed range.

In response to a request framed on these rather vague lines, N*GT.,Ro
Pyestock chose an engine design and provided the curves of net tkrust oeffi-
cient T and specific fuel onsumption o plotted In FT. h engine
has a simple ocnioal-oentrebody intake, with one angle 600, and soo--lip
at M - 2.6. After passing through the oylindrical oobution camber the
gas stream enters an exit noaule with throa/inlet area ratio of 0.85,
expandirig again to combustion chalber area at the exit plane. On a typcal
missile trajecory with Mach umber 2 at and of boost, 2.6 at the tropopae
ad 3 at design altittde, the value of o at the hree crreoyNn p dnts
are 0.81 , 1.08 and 0.79 based on oobstimn cbmer mosa-seetiol area
while the three alues of sefoo. are 3o7# 3.1 al 3.14 lb/hw/lb thmste The"s
values are for standard amospherio oeoditionso

, Uen the mtissile has to fly level or n shallow a libs at altitudes uwh
lower than its desi altitude it is often desirable to reduce thrust to save

S-10-
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fuel and.. by keeping down the speed, to minimise aerodynamic heating. Flg.5
shows how the ramjet thrust coefficient and speoifio fuel conswption in the
stratosphere vary when fael/a.r ratio is reduL he most striking featue of
PIg5 in that for this particular engine the s.f. . in hardy altered hen the
fuel/ir ratio is reduced, ie. that if the thrust can be out by a certsin per-
oentage the fuel consumption is reduced by roughly the sa pearoentage.

4.4 Choice of ola, path

For the purposes of this Note it was decided to appmoimate to the missile
climb path with two straight lines, one from sea level to 36,000 ft altitude,
and the other from 36,000 ft to design altitude, usually 70#000 ft. The fuel
conawaption and the Mach number during flight can then be calculated with
adequate aocuaoy by an analytical method (given in the Appendi), and it has
been shown previously (see e.g. ref.9) that such dog-leg paths provide excel-
lent appwa imations to more realistic paths with finite Ourvatuwe.

The angles of cliub appropriate for the two phases of oltib, 01 and 20
must depend of course on the thrust-drg margins of the ividl missiles.
Fig.6 shows how the thrust and drag of the standard missile of 1i3.1 vary with
Mah number and altitude. Two points are worth observing in Fig.6. The first
is that induced drag ocitrIbutes over 40% of the total at 70,000 ft altitae;
this means that at low altitudes, where the induoed drag in very small, there
is a substantial thrust-drag margin. The second point to note is that, with 2g
r.mes. lateral acceleration, the thrust-drag margin at 70.,000 ft altitude is
extreme Imall for 2.6 < X < 3 (and negative for M < 2.6). Thus it would
be unwise to rely an the missile accelerating to X n 3 during level flight
at 70,000 ft. A better plan would be to choose a flight path swh that the
missile ould accelerate at lower altitudes where the thrust margin in greater,
and arrive at 70,000 ft with its Mach mober already up at 3. This was the
flight path used here, and the partioular pair of values (et 82) chosen for
the angles of climb was the one which gave minim-n fuel oonsumpUptn. For the
standard missile of Fig.i 1 = 750 and 82 14-50, and on ths trajectory
the Nadi nmber increases almost linearly with altitude in the troposphere,
frm X a 2 at sea level to M a 2.7 at 36,000 ft# then in the stratosphere
reaches a maximum of 3.1 near 60,000 ft altitule and drops to M a 3 at
7o,0o ft (see Pig*.i).

This standard flight path gives a reasonable minimum range, for the mis-
sile reaches 70,000 ft altitule at a range of 23 n.miles (see Fig.30), a Mean,

* climb angle of 270. Round any missile launching site therefore there would be
a oirole of 23 miles radius, a 'dead area' within which no targets oculd be
engaged at 70,000 ft altitude. This is not a serious gap in the defenes,
since targets need to be engaged long before they reach Ui area. If, however,
a substantial reduotion in minimum range below 23 miles were required, the
missile thrust would have to be greatly augmented, with consequent increases
in Missile weight.

Me standard flight path also gives a reasonably advantageous speed
variation. Aerodynwai heating is less than. it would be -r mle
and the Mach nober greater, dWing the first halt the I neoessary,
heating could be further mitigated by maidng the redcttiom in ange of olib
at *9 tropopause less abrupt, i9e replacing the 14o5Q clb by tm straiht
lines at angles of, g y, 460 and 10o. The speeds during ollub are such that
the aisle pertouawme will not be unduly sensitive to s11 daticiewies or
exosse in thrust. Net thust (thnat mimus drag) exceeds missile weight up
to 4 0 0 00 ft altitwie ad thzust/drag ream above 1.5 up to 5,000 ft alti-
tudaLe for the standard missie of llgo1l

hen ** Aesga POzMtWrs depart ftam their standaz values thurs are
ceagee in the t,,t.4rag irg an hance in, the app'opate aeles cc dnlab.

- 11 -
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Por most of the missiles these changes are small, and "a 750 oi followed by

a 10-15° o3.4ib" gives a good picture of the olinb path. When the missile
design altitude is altered however, the net thrust/weight changes greatly and
the corresponding pairs of values of (0, o) vary widely, between (750, 350)
for 80,000 ft design altitude, and (450, 603 for 50,000 ft design altitule.

The performance calculations have been made asumting standard I.C.A.N.
atmosphere# with 59°P at sea level. On hotter days there would be some loss
in thrust and it might be necessary to make the oliub path less steep, with
consequent reduction in ma u range.

5 I&tou

A monoplane twist-and-steer layout has been adopted here, with twin
engines mounted on stub wings perpendicular to the main wings. Although it
cannot be proved that this is the best layout there is muoh to command it.
Neither of the two possible single-engine layouts is attractive: if the
motor is in a separate pod the missile is grossly asymmetrioal, and if the
motor is in the main body of the missile a 5C$ weight increase can be
expected (see refot), due to difficulties in matohing intake area with engine
requirements and in the positioning of oontrol surfaces. There are several
other possible cartesian-oatrol layouts, all of the having deficienoies:
the four-wing missile with two engines indexed at 450 to the wings and the
two-wing missile with two engines on mall wings in the perpendicular plane
both have enough asymmetry to raise doubts about the suitabilitr of oartosian
control; the four-wing missile with four wing-tip engines would probably
require much thicker wings, and the longer moment arm would increase the
lateral destabiliing foroe due to engine malfunction; the four-wing missile
with four engines on stub wings indexed at 45 would suffer beoause of lossin lift, increase in stub-wing drag, and diffioulty in boost arrangement. If
twist-ari-dteer has no other serious penalties as yet unknown, a two-wing
twin-engine layout would seem to promise a better performance than ary of
these others, and, though the advantage may be small, the experience gained
in this country with the twin-engine layout - with the JTV test vehicle A
the Red Duster missile - tells in favour of this layout.

Fixed wings have been chosen here in preference to moving wings, since
the lateral acceleration demands are severe and a fixed-wing layout is much
the more efficient in generating lift. A moving-wing lWout has also been
considered for purposes of ocarison, and the pros and cons of the two lay-
outs are discussed me fully in section 7.7.

The layout ohosen here has unswept wings, with ontml surfaces at the
rear of the body separated from the wings (Pigj). An alternative layout with
highly wept delta wings and wing-tip control surfaces has recently been con-
sidered by the Bristol Aeroplane Co. anging to suoh a delta layout woua
have little effect on missile weight: the delta layout is neater, especial y
in its boost arrangements but it is as yet untried in British guided missiles

A rectangular planform has been asswmed for both wings and tail*. The
fixed wings have a thi -/dhrd ratio t/o of 0.03 and a gos aspect ratio
of t05, and the associated four omtrol surfaces of t/o 0.04, wc ae
indexed at 4o to the wing, have a net aspect ratio of 4. The moving wins
of t/o n 0.04 act as two separate suwfaos each of aspect ratio 192. lhe
associated tal sMracs of t/o - 0.0, *1ih consist of two Panels In
with the wi0g1 have a net aspect ratio of 2.

he misile body consists of an ogiva3l nose of fineness ratio 2.8 ax4
low-drag pofile, a cylinhrial section at mexha body iI teI and an after-
body, In Use f m of a frustu at a 10 cane# havin a base dimame at be*

• M plaat have bee anotd r imp tro ueN smpt inm l
advantaes miht be obtained using alternaft wing sape.

S-12-
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the mmzxmma body diameter. A lower Limit of 7 has been imod on the 1etr/
diameUr ratio of the missile,

A standard missile, for 87 nemiles range, has been aketahed. In Pig.1 and
oontaine, in order from the nose: the radar dish, warhead, gu~idanoe equipm-ent,
fuel and aotuators. This missile has also been sketohed in Pig.J1 together
with the equivalent moving-wing missile for omuparison.

To ensure adequate stability of the fimed-wing missile the wings have been
placed so that the 1/5 ohord line passes through the oentre of gravity of the
missile at a.l-burnt. Also the ramjets, which have simple ocnioal-oentabody
intakes with 600 oone angles, have been placed with their noses in lin, with
the leading edges of the wings.

For the moving-wing missiLle, the wings have their 2/15 chard Line passig
through the oentre of gravity of the missile at aUl-burnt while the ramjets
have their noses approximately half-way between the leading edges of the wings
and the all-burnt oentre of gravity. The fins are at the rear of the Missile.

The solid-fuel rooket boosts used would have to be arranged as two units,
one behind eaiah wing, in an overlap configuration, as shown in Fig.42.

In -'ring weight estimates for the turb~ojet misiles an Identical layout
wsassumed; for the rocket missiles too the layout was the same except that
temotor was placed in the missile af teziody instead of on stub wings.

Since there are eleven parameters (see Table I) involved here in the esti-
mations of missile weight, the oomplete analysis of every cbinatioui would
present an Impossible task of oomputation; about a million examples would be
necessary.

The method adopted was to choose a standArd value for ea&h parameter
exoept range, and estimate the missile weight for tUis set of values. A sketah
of this standard missile for a range of 87 n.miles is shown in PIg.1. Then by
considering the parameters design altitudes range, missile diameter, nminm
lateral aoeleration,, mean lateral aooeleration, payload weight, payload den-
sity, boost Mach numbers propulsion and layout, estimates were mode of varia-
tion in missile weight an Ap-and-along tajeotories when each parameter in turn
depurted from its standard value. Finally, the performanoe of the standard
missile for four different ringes was Investigated for up-and-along, up-alang-
down-along and beam-riding trajeotories for four target altitudes* With this
method the number of examples necessary -as reduced to about 120.,

6.2 Ass~tions

The rage of values for each parameter together with the standard Value
is given la Table I (page 6). The payload was assiumd to cnsist of a waread
of density 100 lb/cu ft and _--2A--e equipmewnt at man density 35 3b/cm ft*.
The body'structuml weight was talme as N53 lb/sq ft of bodly surface area, and
the weight of the twin ramae, inaobxig stu wings pumps, eto, as 18C8 lbo
8 being the total wross-seotional erea of the two ramjeta in eq ft. re fuel
weight was calculated from the apyaopiA*.te equation given in the Appendix, the
tank weight being taken as 1%o of the fuel weight and the volue of fuel and
tanks as U]V/C en. ft# Amer My is ilhe weight of fuel In 3b. Zhe weilit of

41~ It has be "Winad that tho Peea v4 f~it Anto tho v2Am -amA,
-e-ulle- of dopes ftyload am4ir Uws Utt3 dek cm auil wei~t

(pig. 1).
-13-
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the fixed wings was taken as 3.5 lb/sq ft of net wing plan area and for the
associated controls and actuators as 8.5 lb/sq ft of net control plan area.
A lower limit of 5 sq ft was imposed on the net wing plan area. The weight
of the moving wings was taken as 6 lb/sq ft of net wing plan area and for the
wing actuators, 4 ib/sq ft of net wing plan area. The weight of the assooi-
ated tail surfaoes was assumed to be 1.7% of the missile all-up weight.

These values are besed on those in use in British guided missiles now
under development, but were increased where appropriate to allow for aero-
dynamic heating.

To illustrate the superiority of the ramjet over the turbojet under the
conditions applicable here, deliberately optimistic assumptions were made for
the weight and performance of the turbojet engine.

The weight of the twin turbojets, inoluding stub-wings, pumpa eto. was
taken as 1.25T lb, T being the net thrust of the twin turbojets in lb at
the design altitude of 70,000 ft at Mach 3. It was assumed that the thrust
changed exponentially with altitude from IOT at sea level to T at design
altitude. The specifio fuel consumption was assumed oonstant throughout

Sflight at 1.5 lb/b thrust/lur.

For the rocket missiles the motor was assumed to be liquid-fuel, with a
vaouum speoifia impulse of 250 seos. The motor weight was taken as 27 +
0.028Tma x lbp where Tmx is the maximum thrust required in lb, and the tank
weight as 10$ of the propellant weight. An up-and-along trajeotory was
chosen, the'up' part being a olib at M = 2 at 750 to the horizontal (the
best angle for fuel eoonomy) from sea level to a design altitude of 70,000 ft
and the 'along' part being divided into an acceleration phase at maxizman
thrust from X n 2 to M = 3 and a cruise phase at M = 3. The weight of
fuel oonbumed on the climb was oalculated by the method of ref.4.

6.3 Jaz and lift

Zero-lift drag calculations were made using data in the Aerodynamics
Handbook, ref.10. The wave drag of the ogival nose was taken as 8($ of the
wave drag of the inscribed cone (of 200 apex angle). All wings, inoluding
stubs, and control surfaces were assumed to be double-wedge shaped.
(Thickness/chord ratios are given in Seotion 5.) After calculating the total
zero-lift drag of the missile, a 10,4 addition was made to allow for aerials,
air intakes to turbopumps., and other irregularities. The external drag of
the engines was accounted for in the net thrust ooeffioient. The induced
drag was caloulated for a maximum inoidenoe of 250, as-4- lift proportional
to incidence. Hence the total drag (zero-lift plus induced) was known and so
the ramjet cross-sectional area could be calculated.

For the fixed-wing missilep the maxima wing lift coefficient was taken
as 1.76/11 (K being the design Mach nuner), based on gross w1g area, an
allowance having been made for wing-body Interference. The body lift ooeffi-
oient was taken as 3 for an incidence of 250, based on the body cross-
sectional area, a deduction having been made to allow for control surface
lift. The net area of the control surfaces was calculated assuming a maxlmin
control lift coefficient of 2*.A and specifying a control tim lag Qf 0.2 seo
for the missile to roll through 900 and build up an incidence of 250.

Por the moving-wing missilep the maxian wing lift coefficient was taken
as 1.55 /, based on net wing area.

64 Procedure for estimating all-up weiht, %

The estimation of all-up weight was carried out by an iteratiw pvoces
as follows:

- 1.-
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A guess was first Mas at the values of sar the rejet oross-eoto"il
area B. This enabled the component weights the missile to be calculated
giving a oaloulted value of %0 while the drag oaloulatios enabled the
required S to be oalculated. If the guessed and oaloulated values of %o and
S differed, a better guess was made and the process repeated to giv improved
caloulated values. The guessed and calculated values usuall3r ooinoided after
only two or three suoh guesses, giving the required values. This procedure
differed slightly for the tuxbojet weight estimates. Here, it was necessary to
guess mo and T, the thrust at design altitude. This time the drag oaloula-
tions gave T, the prooess then being as before. A

6.5 Modifications of method for non-standard trajectories

The performance of the stsanard missile, designed for 70,000 ft altitude,
for four different ranges was investigated for up-and-along, up-along-down-along
and beam-riding trajectories for target altitudes of 36,000 ft, 50j,000 ft,
60,000 ft, 70,0o ft and in one oase 80,000 ft.

6.5.1 Un-aid-alona tredeotoy

Here, the missile olimbed at constant angle 01 from sea level to
36,000 ft and then at a sualler angle e2 from 36,000 ft to target altitude,
which was then maintained.

For target altitudes up to 60,000 ft it was assumed that the Mach numer at
target altitude oould be reduced to 2.6 (since adequate lateral acoeleration was
still available) with the result that thrust and hence fuel oonsumtion could be
oonslderabWY reduced at these altitudes.

At 80,000 ft target altitude, however, the standard missile has inadequate
thrust if the r.m.es. lateral aoceleration remains at 2g and the missile oould
only fly at this altitude If the r.m-s. demand were reduoed to 1.24g. The fuel
weight was then caloulated as for the standard missile but with appropriate
reductions for altitudes of 60,000 ft and below.

6.5.2 U-alon-4own-along traeoto

Here, the olimb path was taken as that of the previous up-endralong trajeo-
tory to -3id-- altitude at which the missile cruised before diving to target
altitude, assumed less than 70,000 ft. During the dive the thrust was reduced
to keep the Mach mmber constant; during the flight at target altitude (for
either 10 or 20 n.miles) a reduced fuel consumption was assumed as in 6.5.1.

6.5 .3 Beam-dim traJeotory

Actual beam-riding trajeotories were drawn in Fig.27 for 36,000 and
70,000 ft target altitudes al 80 and 200 nomiles a at launah'. The target
was assumed to have a constant speed of 0.32 nmiJ=eseo (Maoh 2) and the mis-
sile to have constant speeds or 0.4 n.miles/seo from lao to 3,000 ft anI
0.45 n.miles/seo from 36,000 ft to target altitde.

0 In drawing these trajectories the earth was assumed flat and the beam straight.
With curved earth and beam the 11.3-mile tajeotory in Pig.27(d) woud be an the
average 15 0 ft below the trajeot=y dram, inplying an inaewse in fuel con-
sumption of not mre than %. At shorter ranges the difference wouX be lees.
Sie the missile might azynky be omstrained to ride 3-,A0 ft above tbe be=
this ozection in not very important.

- 1S -
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Each trajectory was then replaced by tro straight lines, ahomn broken in
Fig. 39 - one from sea level to 36,000 ft and one from 36,000 ft to target
altitude - to approximate as closely as possible to the actual trajeoctcrye.
Approximations for other target altitudes and ranges at launch were obtained
by interpolation.

Por olimbe to 36,000 ft target altitude, the 'h-ust was reduced to save
fuel and, by preventing the speed from beoming too high, reduce aerodynamic
heating. The fuel consumption was then caloulated as for the standard
trajeotozy.

6.6 Boost weight

Solid-fuel rocket boosts were assumed to accelerate the missile to
Mach 2 at sea level. The specifio impulse was taken as 200 eos and the
boost oharge/weight ratio as 0.65. The boost weight was calculated using the
methods of refs.1t and 12 and for the etandard missile these assumptions gave
the boost weight as being equal to the missile weight.

6-7 Aocuracy check of assumptions

To check the acouraq of the assumptions made in the Appendix, a step-
by-step numerical integration was performed for the standard missile. The
accuracy of the approximations was found to be excellent ard is discussed in
more detail in the Appendix.

7 Discussion of results

The results presented in Figs.8-29 and Table 11 (page 28) ar arranged
to show the efeots of each design parameter in turn and are discussed in
seotions 7.1-7.o.

7.1 Desim altitude a. range

Fig.8 shows that increasing the range from 100 to 200 n.miles increases
the missile all-qp weight by about 3% for 50,000 ft altitude and about i($
for altitudes above 70,000 ft. Fig.9 shows that for any given range up to
200 nomiles, all-up weight varies little with design altitude up to 70,000 ft
but increases by about 6% from 70,000 to 80,000 ft design altitue due to
the rapid increase in size, and so weight, of the wings and control surfaces
required to maintain a specified lateral acceleration and a specified control
time lag.

7.2 Xissle body diameter, d

This parameter shows the effect of varying the dish diameter.

The missile length/diameter ratio, L/ds not not be so small as to
aggravate the control problems. Here, L/d has been fixed at 7.89, the
standard missile value, for body diameters between 2 and 3 ft. For smaller
diametere, between 1.6 and 2.2 ft, however, the missile length was adjusted
to maintain sufficient volume for the contents.

Foer constant L/d, Increasing the missile diameter frum 2 to 3 ft
resulted in an inmase of 4% in all-up weight due to large inareas in
body soruobal weight ansd bodr wave drag, both of vic Increase as the
square of the diametere. Tis in sham in lig.1O. PW the fIsd-owum
missne, variatica in d t over the range onuidered (16-.2 ft) h s
ona a mall effect on, the missile all-up weight.

- 6 -
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7.3 Pyload weit and density

Missile weight increases linearly with payload (warhead plus guidanoe)
weight as shown In Pig.1i; each I lb increase in payload causes an increase of
about 2.2 lb in missile weight.

Payload density has only a small effect on missile weight; reducing the
density from 100 to 50 lb/ou ft increases the missile weight by only about 7.
Increasing a, the guidanoe/warhead weight ratio, by an order of mgnitude
over the range 0.1-10 increases the missile weight by ony about %.

7.4 Maximum and r.m. , lateral accelerations, Ng and ng

The mean acceleration has the greater influenoe on missile weight as can
be seen in Figs.t2 and 13. For the lower values of n, les than the standard
value of 2, variation of N has on3y a small effeot on missile weight. For
higher values of n, however, missile weight izceases rapidly as N decreases
due to high induoed drag. When the induced drag is high, excess thrust is
available in climb and so oan be reduced to give a saving in fuel. This saving
partly offsets the large increase in weight.

The dotted line in Fig.ts shows the value of maimdu lateral aooeleration
which gives minimum missile weight for a given mean lateral acceleration; for
n w 2, a ma nn acoeleration of 7.3g gives mid- weight (about 1860 Ib)
whereas for n a 3, N a 1 gives minimn weight (about 2260 3b).

7.5 Mach number at the end of boost

Although an increase in boost Mach nwber above the standard value of 2
would give a smaller missile all-up weight, as shown in Fig.1o, a much larger
incease in total missile weight at launch (incling boosts) would result.
A reduction in boost Mach rmber below 2 oould give a small saving in weight
at launoh but in this case the initial thrust-drag margin would be critical;
a slight deficiency in boost impulse might lead to drag ecoeeding thrust.

7.6 _P o n

Although optimistic assumptions were made for the weight and fuel am-
stuption of tumbojet and rocket engines, Fig.6 shows that the ra jet mi sile
is oonsiderably lighter than either tuxtojet or rocket at all relevant ranges,
For anr given range the turbojet missile is about 2000 lb heavier than the ram-
jet missile; the weight increase with range is about 9 per 100 n.miles for f
the turbojet and about 0% for the ramjet. For 100 namils range the all-up
weight of the rooet missile is double that of the ramjet althiugh its empt
weight is only 19$ greater. The 14u.A-fuel rocket assuized here has an overall

(total iuulse in vacua) -0ovaawa specific ',,* (t-ota weight of motor, pr'opellant and tanks)
206 ae; changi g to solid-1uel motor having an overall vaou specific
implse of less than 180 se, would of u0se fitbh Inzreae a issile weigt.

7.7 Fad and Mobs wiN

The variation of missile all-up weight with range for the fixed-img and
moving-wing missl ins given in ftg.17, for the standard conditimns of 8g
maxim lateral acceleration, 2g r.m.. lateral acaeleami and 701,000 ft
design altitdse For all ranges be 30 and 200 miles *a mnoyin-u g mis-
sile is abu VA heavier. It the lateal acceleration deands are rod to
5g (amnxa) and 1.5g (remos.) the differenos betwe the two is nowed to
anbout -6L

- 17-
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in 1ig.41 sketohes.'are given of the standazrd fixed-wing missile of Fig.1
and the oomparable mving-wing missile. The vast difference In wln sin -
the two spans are 5.6 ft and 13*4 ft - is at once apparent. For the moving-
wing missile the weight of wings,, actuators and tail fins Is 5M0 Ibs while
for the fixed-wing missile the oow,*rable weight, of wings, control surfaces
and aotuators, is 250 lb. The wing drag is greater by.' factor of 5 on the
movng-wing missile.

The fundamet4 reason for the. moving-wing missile's poor showing is its
relative inefficiency as a ift-generator. or the fixed-wing missile the
wing lift, tking into acoount wing-body interference, is roughly the same as
the lift due to the gross wing, I.e. the wing carried through the area ooou-
pied by the body; for the moving-wing missile, it is virtual3y only the net
area of the two moving panels which is effeotive in producing lte For the
fixed-wing missile the lift frm the body an ramjets at X - 3, even with a
generous deduction for possible negative 'oontrol-surfae triam-foroe, makes a
substantial addition (about 70% for the standard missile) to the wing lift;
for the moving-wing missile the body should be at zero inoidenoe and so give
no lift.

As a result of these differences lift at mazian incidence is reduced by
quite a large factor in chang a missile of given gecmetry from tmed to
moving wings. Fig.40 shows how this factor varies with the ratio

'3 d', For a typicsal vaus of dA,, 0.3# the fixed-wing(wing span) /m
layout gives a lift about 3.5 times greater than the moving-wing at WO Inoi-
denoe. In calculating this factor the methods of ref. 10 vereused, with
maximumbody lJft coefficient 3 at M = 3.

If the lateral acceleration demands on the missile are not too severe,
the poor lift-roduoing properties of the ming-wing layout are not so
important, since there is little weight difference between a missile with
wall wings and one with hard1y any wings at an.

If, as in the standard conditions defi d here, the lateral aoceleration
demands are eucting, strong subsidiary reasons are needed to resuscitate the
moving-wing layout. Some possible reasons are touched on below.

(1) The moving-'ning layout autcimtoioaUy provides a rapid roll response
when the wns are moved differentially, vhereas large control surfaces are
needed to give the fixed-wing missile an adequate roll acceleration: that is
Wy the moviug-wing missile in Pig.41 is not more than 30A heavier than the

fixed-wing.

-(2) Moving wings should ease radorn abervation problems by keeping the
body near zero icidene. This is probaby the msin potential &Atsdvatage
of the if'f d-wIng lsyut, but its importaneo cannot be evaluated umtil much
more work has been done to determine, first, the maoxima aberration that can
be tolerated without seriously degrading the hdmig perfom ne and, seoorA,
the like- aberration charamteristios of future practical radims.

(3) A fund of experience on the moving-'wing layabxt has been built up In
this ouowty with Red Duster. The polems of 'the fimsdqwiu twis*4AI-steer
missile have not yet been fully axpled.

* Using data in an as yet tupblshed chapter of ref.1O, the Increase in liftothe ' An
.fte "vn-Wing Missile Ot 1119-41 due to wing-bock Inturfermet is fw

* -to be ,
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(14) with the novimg-aing layout the angle. of incidence of the rasits
should remaein amel throughout flight. With the fixed-aing layout incidse
would havs to be Limited during mid-course fl±it to the maxma at *Ah
stable oduustion could be maintained, perhaps, 10-420. This would ian tJhats
after reaching design altitude the missile lateral acceleration would effective-
3Jy be limited to about 3-4ig until the final homing rhase - a limitation UlIld
should not seriously degrade mid-owse aoouracy. In the fical phase the ram-
jets ame not Likely to remain alight if the minau incidance of 25 In
demandled, This in not an bad as might at first appear (a) because deceleration
would be rapid emen if the ramjets gave full thrust (for the missile of Pig.1

ttis 8302ba3Adra gat 250 Incidence in 6300 3bp at X a at 70#000tf)4
and (b) because deceleration~ has very little effeot on the mimm tolierable
mid-maem errors for ooflision-oouwse interception near head-on. Rf.7 ini±-
cates that for a homing lol~nrange of 10 nomiles, ad a Mach 2 target,
deceleration would reduce the -3d--m tolerable mid-course error for the stau--
dard missile from its constant-speed. value of 3..35 nomile to 3.24 nomiles (if
the reamjets remained alliht) or 3.22 nomiles (it the rajets went out).

7.8 Missile fuqL/wit ratio on standazd trajeor

Yigo18 shos that the missile fuel/weight ratio deareases with increase in
design altitude for a given range, although the ratio is not aftfected imuch by
altitude variation at short rampes* br a design altitude of 70,000 ftv the
fue3,/weight ratio does not exceed 0.25 up to 200 nmiles range and so in isall
enough not to dominate the missile desigi.

7* 9 Di-MIO

Ramjet ocmution chamber diameter has been plotted against several desiga
parameters in Fige19 where it oazx be seen that the diameter is affected moet by
design altitude ad rom. a. lateral acoeleration. The values of rajet diameter
are within the limits of what is practically attainable, lying between 10 and
20 inches except for the highest values of rom. a. lateral acoeleation. Range
has little effect on ramnjet Ameter.

Missile length has similar3,y been. plotted against several design parameters
in Fig. 20. The length varies linearly with payload weight, increasing by about
I ft for every 100 lb of payload. The length Is also nearly liea with ranges
Increasing by about 1(% for anx Incrase in raoge from 100 to 200 nomiles. For
design altitzues below 70,000 f t the variation in length is small,. although en
Increase from 700000 to 80,000 ft altitude increases the length by about 4o%

7.10 IX&

For the qp-aM-ralong ta'ajeotory# all-W weight, range azd target altitude
have been plotted in pairs as shown in 7pigs2-23 for a design altitude of
70#000 ft. b brolm line In 3'ige21 shows what the "2ariaCU of missil
weight with range would be, for a target altitude of 80,000 ft1 if the rhoed
drag could be reduoed to 1wevmnt drag exceeding *tost (If the remes. lateral
aoleation had to be )opt at 2S. drag would greatly exceed thrust at 80,000
ft. ) Pig,.22 show that for a given renge, there is little change iu alloup
weight for mdise eliubing to target altiades between 55#000 sad 70,000 fti,
Imanly dule to tbe thrust being reduced for altitudes below 70,000 f to For lower
altitudesp hoever, there Is a rapid Increase in weight,, particularly at the
longer ranges. Fig,23 s1hs that for a given missile weight there in little
change In range above 60,000 ft.

For' the up- 'i'--d '-a 1wg th'ajeotory ipe 4g and 25 show that f or a
given Ivae up io 100 nomiles the all-up weight dine not change by ame than

fora all cruising sad target altitudes. Whis peroentage cbV remaias jest
as~ t sml oIsngs up to JgO0 nomiles except for missiles cruising at altities

- 19 -
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below 60,000 ft and descending to target altitudes below 40,000 ft. Pig.26
shows that the optijn cruising altitude (broken line), which gives the
maximum range for a given all-p weight, varies little with rage and is
nearly independent of target altitude. Between 100 and 400 n.miles range the
optimn aruisnrig altitude increases from 63,000 to 67,000 ft.

For the beam-riding trajectory, Fig 28 shows a rapid rise in missile
weight at relatively shcrt ranges; increasing range from 50 to 100 numiles
increases missile weight by about 3%.

Fig,29 shows the relative performance of the standard missile on the
three trajectories. There is little difference in weight between missiles on
up-and-along and optimum up-along-down-along trajectories above 60.000 ft
target altitude. Por 100 nomiles range and 60,000 ft target altitude the
respective missile weights for the beam-riding, up-and-elong and optian up-
along-down-ealong trajectories are 2880, 1885 and 1880 lb.

8 xSamzry of results, and oonolusions

The missile sketohed in Pig.1, which weighs 1870 lb at launch without
boosts, has standard values of the eleven design parameters - payload 700 lbq
ma.imum lateral acceleration 8g at the design altitude of 70,000 ft and the
design Mach number of 3, range 87 nomiles, r.m.s. lateral acceleration 2g,
ramjet propulsion, up-arA--along trajeotory, etc.

Table II (page 28) and Figs.8-29 show how the weight changes when each
parameter in turn departs from its standard value. Increasing design alti-
tude from 70,000 ft to 80,000 ft increases weight by 6%; reducing design
altitude has much less effeot. 100 miles extra range at 70,000 ft altitude
puts up the weight by 16%. Changing missile diameter from 2" to 30" results
in a 20% weight increase. Every extra lb of payload leads to 2.2 lb extra
all-up weight. Reducing payload density from 52 to 35 lb/ou ft adds 6 to
the weight. Increasing maximum lateral acceleration from 8g to 12g (while
retaining 2g rm.s. lateral acceleration) puts up the weight by only 7%, but
increasing r. .s. lateral acceleration from 2g to 3g (while retaining 8g
maximm lateral acceleration) leads to a 30$ weight increment. A amlJ.
saving in weight at launoh with boosts (L%) might be made by reducing the
boost Mach nuber from 2 to 1 .8. Changing from ramjet to turbojet or rocket
propulsion doubles the all-up weight for 100 nmiles range. Using moving
wings instead of fixed increases missile weight by 30$. There is little to
be gained by changing from the standard up-end-along trajectory to an up-
along-down-along type unless the target altitude is below 50,000 ft: mhen
the target altitude is 36,000 ft the saving in weight is 12 for 100 n.miles
range. Changing frm up-end-oang to beam-riding trajectory leads to a
weight increase of about 50$ at 100 miles range.

These results suggest the following broad conclusions:

(1) If 8g lateral acceleration is to be developed by aerodynsmic
lifting sufaces without inmurring unreasonble ineases in missile weight,
the upper limit for design altitude can be taken as about 75#000 ft.

(2) Range can be iw.eased from 100 to 250 miles without an excessiv
Increase in weight (for up-*z&4alog trajetory to 70,000 ft altitude).e

(3) To avoid 1Wu increase in Weight, missile iae should be kept
dnmto about 2."o

(4.) The r..ms. lateral acoeematig in siA-co s fliht can hbave an
Important effect on missile pertomanoe, and shou3A not be allowed to rise
above 2S (incudin the inevitable ig for counteracting gravity).

" 20.-
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(5) The ramjet appears to be the most suitable fozm of propulsion An
approprate olib programse for a ramiet minsile ins boost to X = 2; Increase
x steaday &wing steep oli*tu ( 750 ) to 36,000 ft altitude, follved by
shallower olimb (.w 150) to desi2 altitude of 70p000 ft; mintain X V 3 at
design altitude.

(6) Provided its radome aberration araoteristios are acoeptables a fixed-
wing layout will be preferable to a moing-wing, since the weight at launch is
30$ lowers for 8g lateral acceleration at 70,000 ft altitude. If the lateral
aooeleration demand were reduced to 5g, the weight difference would be muoh less,

(7) If a bea-riding trajectory had to be used instead of up-.sad-elng or
xp-elong-do -along, the increase in missile weight for a given range would be
large and ranges much greater than 100 n.miles would be impossible.

Ao1iwe~aent
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APIXH

Method of caloulatim missile speed and
fuel oonsumption during climb

A.1 Missile speed

A.1.1 Clib from sea level to the tropopause (36,090 ft altitude)

The missile is assumed to be boosted to Mach number M0 at sea level,
and, as stated in section 4.4, to follow a straight-line path during its
climb from sea level to 36,000 ft. The altitude in thousands of feet is
denoted by y. The suffix * denotes values at the tropopause, where
y = yO = 36.09. The suffix o denotes values at sea level.

To simplify the analysis it is assumed that the variation of net thrust
(T-D) with altitude can adequately be represented by expressing the quantity
T-D as a linear function of y (m being the mass of the missile and p the
mp
atmospheric pressure at altitude y). Thus we have

T-D

- P ) (2)

The actual variation of (T-D) with y for the missile of Fig.t is plotted
mP

in Fig.31, from which it appears that the approximation is a good one the
maxi-- error is 6%, and the mean error 1.% - the approximation erring on
the optimistic side.

Now if v is the velocity of the missile (in thousands of feet per
second) the equation of motion is

T-D-mgsin 0 = 1000m '

= 1000 my sine 1  (3)

where is the angle of olizb. Equation (3) may be rewritten

o, by (2),

Integatlng (5) we have

23-
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V -V+ ~ i POa " Hl + (F * 0 z (6)

11' e0)
((6

H H(y) 2 ]U du
Po0 

(7)
I . 1(y) [up(u)d.

I O
0

* p(u) being the atmospherio pressme at altitude u. Using the I.C.A.N.
formulae for the standard atmosphere, it oan easily be shown that, for
y 36.09,

11(y) - 23.24 1~ P

1(y) =2 (8)

P , P o -o

where - is the relative temperature (0K) at altitude y; and, for
TO
0

y • 36.09,

(y) - Hly*) = H - Hs = 4.64o - 2o.79 TO

(9)
16) - I.7*) - I - I" a 7.312 - (11.98 + 0.57 6 1y) P

po J
Values of the funotioas H and I are given in Table III and plotted in

Table III
The latosere funotions' H and I ined ay equations (7)

Altitude y H H-V I I-I*
thousand ft

0 0 0
1o 8.36 1.086
20 1.03 3.392
30 7.77 5.91

36.09 - 7* 19.3N 7.379
40 20.14 0.80 8.235 0.856
50 21.60 2.26 10.03 2.65
60 22.51 3.17 11.40 4.02
70 23.07 3.73 12.40 5.02
80 23.42 4.08 13.12 5.74

-24-
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Equation (6)p written in the form

"2 a o.o . [[YrOH + (4.4800 - o)Ij coseo 01 - y1 (1O)

can be used to find the velocity and henoe the Mach nruber at any altitude
during the olimb, ifv 0, 0v Po an P* are loiwn. The variation of Mach
number with altitude, for 2 and various typical wlues of 01, Po and
P*p is shown in Fig.33, which suggests that for most practinal purposes the
variation of X with y can be taken as linear.

M* can be found by inserting in (10) the appropriate numerical values,
y = 36 .0 9, H a 19.X, I a 7.379 and v = 0.9685a*. This gives

.02  a 1.3*30 Mo2 - 2.478 + (0.821 Fo + 2.270 '*) ooseo 01. (i)

X* is plotted against F* for various values of P0 ad L and for
No =2, inFigo34.

A.1.2 Climb in the stratosphere

It is assumed that in the stratosphere the missile climbs at a constant
angle e2, chosen so that at design altitude y1  it is flying at desiga

Mach number M1  (= 3). Again, taking (T-D) as a linear function of alti-MPtude, we have, since by definition T a D at X = MI  and y 7"1

T-D *T-D* Yl Y  L (12)

, ~ ~ -Y. - .(

yi-y5* p5  (13)

The actual variation of (T-D) is shown in Fig.31, from which it appearsmp
that the linear apprc imation is pessimistio. The discrepancy is largest
where the value of (T-D) is least, so that the largest error in not thust/

weight ratio, (T-D) , is less than 0.06, ie. the largest error in esti-
mating aeleaon is 0.06g.

Using equation (13) the equation of motion (,) becomes

t + 500 A [(0.9685) 2] e* °ocoe 82 Po e (1)g "y P*(Yt-ys)

or, integrating ,

y-Y + 145.7 (M2 .*12 ) - (-H-.*) - -z a8o0eo

05~)

Simos MaK1  at; 7yye 02 igs gb

-25-
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.¢  (H1-H') - (3 _°) PO
sin e2  - P.. 2 ( . 16)

Yl-yo + 14.57 (1 -M *2)

02 In plotted a ilnst F f .=3 and various yl ancl Me in Fig.6.

Re-a n (155awe have for the ah number M at intermediate altitudes,

M2 " * M + 00686 " Y y *Y (H-H') - (I-I')l F$ oosOO 62 - (y-y') .

(17)
F4 ooseo 02 being found from (16). M is plotted against y for various NO

and v and Mj = 3 in Pig.37.

A.I.3 Aocuracy of the apwaximato metkiod

The values of Mach nru=br diring olimb found by nurioal integration are
oompared with those given by the approximate method outlined in tALs Appendix
in Fi, 31. The maJm-m errar in madh mmber in ed by using the approxmate
method is 0.03.

A.2 Fuel oonmsuution
4

A.2.1 Method

If o is the ramjet thrust coefficient, S the total oross-seotional
area of the motors (i.e. S = 2A3 if there are two motors each of oross-
sectional area A3), and o the specific fuel oonsumption (lb/br/mb thrust),
the rate of fuel rlow is

- /s (18)

The fuel burnt in a olimb fron sea level to altitude Yj is therefore,

Mo d t M . 2 c Lzo 003W 0 cly 09)
Fo Io 0 0 V(19)

0 0

For olimb at angle 04 to altitude y* followed by olimb at angle 02 to
altitude Yi, (t9) beuas

"0"41 1iJ8 ooset 81 r "P" dy + 042488 ooseo e f L a"o
sp a *0 a ea a p0  2 Jp

(oo

a being the speed of saoud. 2e values of f and o given in Pi&4 have
been used to plot qe and oMo as a function of M and y in Pig.38
Pra Pig*38(a it appears that *T~o increases from 2.97 at sea level to 3.37
at the stratosphere o= a Vipioal 6lb, and sinc this variatio is in1 a

26-
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suitably eighted mean val e, 3.09, has been taken here. Then, assi:±12 ]

is a linear function of y (with M* - 2.6), the first term in (20) reduces
to

S 0ose e 1.271 (1.79H* + 0.89+.1*)

" 52.4 cosec 81 • (21)

Fig.38(b) shows that oTMo does not vary geatly with Mach nunber in the
stratosphere. A mean value B was therefore taken for the quantity
0.42A8 oT1 o in the stratosphere, the value of I being altered to suit the
particular missile's Mach nuaber. The second term in (20) then reduces to

S ooseo 2 (H1 -H*). (22)

Adding (21) and (22) gives as the fuel burnt during olUb

=c = S L52.4 cosec 01 + I(1IiH*) coseo e21 lb (23)

where, in the standard case, A has the value 3.6, and, for y1 - 70,
H1 -H* = 3.73, from Table III.

When the missile reaches its design altitude it has covered a horizontal
distance

y* cot e1 + (y 1-y*) cot 82 thousand feet,

and if x is its total horizontal range in nautical miles the distance flown
at design altitude on an up-and-along trajectory is

6.08 - y* cot 8t - (yl-.*) cot 82 thousand feet.

The rate of burning fuel during level flight is by (18)

S 36 10 ov lb/th. ft.

*340P1 S Jb/th. ft- at X 3.
p0

Hence the total fuel load required for range x is

- S [524 coseo 01 + :§(H-a*) 0osea 02

+ 3*.40 1 16.*m - ye oat 1 - (y - )o 02 . (2)

A.2.2 Aocwasy of method

Me method is of course exaot durbg the level-tlJht period lor the
missile of Fli an its atandar4 climb path stepb-step nudmai integmtion
given 192 lb for the fuel used on the olirb, 164 equation (21+) Stvs 19J% lb.
T. apprOtmate method hurs overtiimte the total fuel laid for toe stan-

V drd -'dmsls W 2 l b I o ,00
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FIG. 2.

SOURCE FOR EACH CURVE:
aQ&o FIG. ZG OF REF. 1.

(1 FIG.ZB9 OF REF. Z, COR~RECTED FORk CHANGES IN4
PAYLOAD,WING LOADINJG, ALTITUDE. AND WEIGHT
EST7IMAiTES (IN FACT T14ESE CHANGES NEARLY CANCEL OUT)

@ EF. 1, WITH INSTALLED ENGINE SP. WT a 01
(INCL.UDING STUD-WING MOUNTINGS)

________O&(I REF.4, CORRECTED FOR. PAYLOAD CHANGE

ALL. THE MI5SILES CAP$.Y A PAYLOAD OF 340 Lb.,
j ARE BOOSTED TO TH4EIR DESIGN MACK N2 Mu Z,

AND HAVE MAX.. LAT. A.CCN. OF ABOUT 109 AT DESIGN
ALTITUDE

Z'ZOOTRAJECTORIES,Z.~.O ______FAIRLY STEEP CLIMB, FOLLOWED BY

I LEVEL FLIGHT AT DESIGN ALTITUDE
OF 45,000 FT.

-- - EAM-RIDING TKAJECTOKY To DESIGN
ROCKET ALTITUDE 0f 65,000 FT.

WEIGHT

1'+00 ----

IJO

1,00

RANGE FRRCEtRME N

TUBOE SURAC-TOAI MISIES
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FIG. 4. (a 8tb)

WHERE T, NET THRUST (ALLOWING FOR EY-TLRNAL DRAG Of RDMET
DUCT)

AMBIENT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
kszMOTOR MAX.. CRO55-SECTIONAL AREAN

FOR MOTOR SHAPE, SEE FIG.
NUMBERS ON C.URVES INDICATE FUEL /IK RATIO.

INTAKE INTAIL
I. 2 CRITICAL -- CONE SHiOCK

0-06

NET 6 S
THRUST I.OOFT. ALTITUDE -067 6

C O E FFIC E N T 
0 6I6

0-6
1.B Z-0 Z.2 z2Z4 2.6 286 50

(a) FLIGHT MACKH NUMBER M

THRUST COEFFICIENT.

S.R.C.=(FUEL CONSUMPTION IN LB/HO4UR) +(NET THRUST IN LB.)

SPECIFIC SALIEE
FUEL 

800FT
CONS&MPI

THRUST3

C

IS FLIGHT MACH NUMBER M

*() SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION.

FIG. 4. (cab) THRUST COEFFICIENT AND
FUEL CONSUMPTION OF RAMJET MOTOR
AS A FUNCTION OF MACH NUMBER AND

ALT ITUDE.
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FIG. S. (aab)

IN 01CATE FUEL /AIR PATI

9 NET
THRUST

(C)THRFTIOEFICINT

0.6

SPECIFIC
FUEL

CONSUMPTIO14
Lb IK /~P ILB

THRUST

2.* 5

M1ACK4 NUMBER M~

(b) SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION.

FIG. 5 (alb) VARIATION OF RAMJET THRUST
AND FUEL CONSUMPTION IN THE
STRATOSPHERE WITH MACH NUMBER

AND FUEL/AIR RATIO.
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FIG.&
ZERO-LIFT DRAG

_- TOTAL DRtA6 (ZERO- LIFT
+ INDUCE 3WITH 29 LATE

---TRUST
~PCLITUDE IN THOUSANDS OF FEET

Pz AlvbCNT ATMOSPHEKbIC PRE55URE

\~6O -70

Z10 3

THRUJST

DRAG I

1.0 22 . . .

FIG. 6. VARIATION OF THRUST AND DRAG OF
THE MISSILE OF FIG. I. WITH MACH

NUMBER AND ALTITUDE.
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NUMBeftS ON THE CURV
INDCATIL ALTITUDE IN
T14OUSANDS OF FEET

MAXIMUM
LA7E~RAL
ACCE.LERATI ON s

MACH NUMBER3

F1G67. VARIATION OF MAX. LATERAL ACCELERATION
OF THE MISSILE OF FIG.I WITH MACH NUM BER

* AND ALTITUDE.
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FIG. 8.

UP-AND-ALONQ4 TRAJECTORY, STEEP CLIMB TO 36,000 FT.
ILTITUDE, FOLLOWED BY CLIMB AT LOWER ANrLE (5-35s)

TO DESIG4 N ALTITUDE, AND LEVEL FLIqHT AT DESIrAN
ALTITUDE I'1,SPEELD M-2 AT SEA LEVEL,M,3 AT
ALTITUDE 41.
ALL-UP WEIqHT z WEIrHT AT LAUNCH WITHOUT BOOTS

MISSILE BODY DIAMETER , Z FEET
PAYLOAD WEIGAHT - 100 LS.
PAYLOAD DENSITY - 51'5 LBICU.FT.
MAYL. LATERAL ACCN. e s9 (N.s)
R.M5. LATERAL ACCN. z s (n.-Z)
MACH N2 Al END OF B, OOST M,-2
1115 DESIrN ALTITUDE IN THOUSANDS OF FE.ET

4,000

3,500 _ _ ___

3,00

Z,500

ALL-UP
WEIqHT

LB.

Z,000 u "0

1,500C_________

i,000

500

05 so 75 100 12 ISO Ils ZOO

RANqE - N, MIL.S

FIG. 8. VARIATION OF MISSILE WEIGHT WITH RANGE,
FOR A SERIES OF DESIGN ALTITUDES.
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FIG. 9.

MISL DIA-METEK a ZPT
PAYLOAD WEIGHT =700LB.
PAYLOAD DENSiTY s5IL&/CU-F.

KA.LATERAL ACCN. a:83

* 4,000 BOOST MACH Ng a 2._________
UP-AND-ALONG TRAJECTORY.
X 15 RANGE IN N. MILES

3500

300

ALL-ULPUD TOSND F EL

FIG. .VRAIO FMSIE EGTWT
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FIG. 10.
DESIGN ALTITUDE 70,000FT.
RANGE 87 N. MILES
PAYLOAD WEIGHT a 700 LB.
PAYLOAD DENSITY 51.BSL/CU.FT

MAY,.LA, .ACCN. z 83
R.M.S. LAT. ACCN. = Z5
BOOST MACH N. = Z
UP-AND -ALONG TRAEC.TORY

CONSTANT LL.NGTH/ DIAMETER RATIO (=785)

- --- CONSTNNT VOLUM.

-a,eoo

ALL- UP
WEIGKT

-Z,,oo -

2.)OO0

1800-

1-6 1.8 2.0 .z .4 Z6 ?. 3.0
MISSILE. BODY DIAMETER -FEET

FIG. 10. VARIATION OF MISSILE WEIGHT
WITH DIAMETER.
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MISSILE DIAMETER Z FT. FIG. II.
DESIGN ALTITUDE 70,OOOFT.
RANGE 1 87 N. MILES
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FIG. 12.
MISSILE DIAMEITE.R a Z FT.
bESIqN ALTITUDE 8 70.000 FT.

RANQI a 51NMILES
PAYLOAD WEIr4HT a 700 Lb.
PAYLOAD DENSITY u 51-6 LBICU.IFT.
BOOST MACH N2 s 2
UP-ANO-AL0Nq TRAJECTORY

nsIS R.M.S. LATERAL ACCELERATION
-4000

ALL -UP
ALB. T

3,500-4

,z3 --

Zs____________N_

600-

6 9 toi. Ilale
MAX. LATERAL ACCILERA71ON

FIG. 12. VARIATION OF MISSILE WEIGHT WITH
MAX. LATERAL ACCELERATION FOR A SERIES

OF R.M.S. LATERAL ACCELERATIONS.
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MIrbILE DIAMETERP ?-.FT.
DES5l(aN ALTITUDE r-70,OOOFT. FIG. 13. ;.
RANGE %87NMI LE
PAYLOAD WEIGH4T 700 LB.
PAYLOAD DENSITY =518LB./Cu.FT
BOOST MKCK N? 2
UP-AND-ALONG TRAJECTORY
N3 5 MAY%. LATERAL ACCELERKTION

ALL- UP
W4EIGHT

LB.

t 1,000

1 -1 S3 a 53 33 3.53 45
R.M.5. LATEP.AL ACCKLERATION

*=FI G. 13. VAR IATI ON OF M ISSI LE WEI GHT WITH
R.M.S. LATERAL ACCELERATION FOR A SERIES

OF MAX. LATERAL ACCELERATIONS.
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FIG. 14.

MISSILE DIAMETEA a ZFT.

DESIGN AL.TITUDE s 70,000 FT.

RANGE is 87 N. MILES

PAYLOAD WEIGHT a700 Lb.

PAYLOAD DEN4SITY - 51-8 LB/CU. FT.

bOOST MACH Ng & Z
UP-AND-NA.ONG TRAJECTOR.Y
7A.0 I5 ALL-UP WEIGHT IN LB.
- - - LINE SHOWING VALUES

OF MAY.. LAY. ACCN. WH4ICK GiV9 MINIMUM
MISSILE WEIGHT FOR GIVEN P..M.B. ____ ________ ____

R.M. S. 00

ACCELERA4TION Zt400

1,800

1,80

0.53

4MAYL LATERAL ACC"IkPATION

FIG. 14. VARIATION OF R.M.S. LATERAL ACCELERATION

WITH MAX LATERAL ACCELERATION FOR A
SERIES OF MISSlLE WEIGHTS.
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FIG.15

t *,zoo~

4,Oo0C

3,6O0
WIIHT
AT LAUNCH

B005TS
L.B. 3,600

3,40000110 MISSLfE IAMET FAT.0

2,20090 
5 U jW I RAI -0 5

A rqT UNCH

WITHOUT
BOOSiS

MACH NUMBER AT LNO OF BOOST, M o

FIG-15. WEIGHT AT LAUNCH.WITH AND WITHOUT
BOOSTS, AS A FUNCTION OF MACH NUMBER AT
END OF BOOST FOR A SERIES OF RANGES.
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FIG. 16.

MISSILE DIAMILTERE 2.PT.
'I 0LSIGN KLT ITUDE. 70,OOFT.

PAYLOADO wlIGKT -700 Lb.
PAYLOhD DENSITY 351 .8 La. ICU. FT.
MAYL. LATERAL ACCN. 83
P..M.&~ LATERAL ACCN Z32.
800ST MACH N2 Z 2

MMJE-T' UP - AN -ALONG
TURBOZET --5*CUM5 TO DESIGN

TRA3CTORY 'LIST ATMDY INLP1

RoCKcy - 75* C.MB TO DESIGN
+,500 LTiTUDE $, FOLILOWED BY LLW.~- __________ ___

o o 0

2,500

WEIGaHT
Lb.

z,000 ______ L P C T

0 2. 5 7 1,00 12.5LO 175 a.0
fANGE -N. MILLS

FIG. I16. VARIATION OF WEIGHT WITH RANGE FOR

TURBOJET,, ROCKET AND RAMJET MISSILES.
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W55ILE DIAMEITEK a T FIG. 17 1.
DE.SIGN ALTITUDE a70,000 FT.
RANG.E a 87 N, MILES

4~0oo FYL0AD WEIGHT £700 L.
PhYLOA.D DENSITY £ 518 L&/CU.FT
MAX. L.ATERkI. ACCN. r 8~ (N:8Z
R LAT CAL XCCN s ?_ (tLa P)
BOOST MACH N! a Z.

2.,00 UP-AND-tkLONG TKA3ECTORY

Iwo- 0_FIED_-WIN

FOR MOVING-WING N IE - IGM ISSWIN .
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FIG. 18.

MISSILE DIAMETEK = Z.FT.
PAYLOAD WEIGHT a 700L~b
PAYLOAD DENSITY = 518 LS~jc
MAX. LATERAL ACCJ4. - 85
R.lvM.S. LATERAL AC-CN. = 2
5OOST MACH N2 2
UP-AND- ALONG TRAIECTORX.

IS MISSILE DESIG~N ALTITUDE
IN THOUSANDS OF FEET.

* FUEL WEIGHT

_oZS _- _

005-

2.5 so 75 100 12.5 I50 175 zoo
RkAIGE -N. MILLS

FIG.18. VARIATION OF FUEL/ALL-UP WEIGHT
£RATIO WITH RANGE ON UP-AND-ALONG

TRAJECTORIES FOR A SERIES OF MISSILE
DESIGN ALTITUDES.
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FIG. 19.

zo

I - 15 D.5IGN ALTITUDE IN TOUSAN4D5 OF FT.
X. 15 R#NGF IN N. MILES.
&. 15 MISS-LE DIAMETER IN FT.

P IS PAYLOAD WEIGHT IN LB.
TLS I R.M.5. LATERAL

17 ACCELERATION.
PAYLOAD DENSTY I 51'81LCU. FT.
MA,. LATER AL pCCN.

BOOST MACH NS " .

16 - UP-AND-ALONG TRAJECTORY.

p

15

14-

CHAMBER
DIAMETER xL

INCHES_

IL,

~~I|

50A LES
I0 FM%:

5s- 0 r". 0 65 '70 75 io

s o 87 loo ,O:
I. i1.6 1.8 Z.0 z Z - Z.-=6 i.s 3 .0

p I I i

50 60 700 Boo Bo 1,000 I~i00 I,.O0

FIG. 19. VARIATION OF RAMJET COMBUSTI ON CHAMBER
DIAMETER WHEN EACH OF THE DESIGN PARAMETERS
SHOWN DEPARTS IN TURN FROM ITS STANDARD VALUE.
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FIG. 20.

J?2.4

-, IS DESIGN ALTITUDE IN THOUSANDS OF
FT,

X 1S RANGE IN N.MILES
d4 IS MISSILE DIAMETER IN FT.

z- P 15 PAYLOAD WEIGHT IN LB.
PAYLOAD DENSITYa 518 LBICU. FT.
MAX. LATERAL ACCN.- 83
R.M.S LATERAL ACCN.: Z3
BOOST MACA N? -Z

L UP- AND- ALON TRA7TECTORY

P

MISSILE
LEN.GTH
FEET

is

x

, 17

16

50 55 60 65 70 75 80
0 s 87 100 ISO__O

, I i I I I
1.6 1I8 zO Z' .4 Z6 .S 3"0

p I I I I I I
500 600 700 80 900 1, 000 11OO vo

FIG. 20. VARIATION OF MISSILE LENGTH WHEN EACH
OF THE DESIGN PARAMETERS SHOWN DEPARTS IN

TURN FROM ITS STANDARD VALUE.
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FIG. 21.

MISSILE DIAMETERI a Z. FT.
DESIGN ALTITUDE ! 70,000 FT.

PAYLOAD WEIGHT r 700 Lb

PAYLOAD DEN5ITY = 51-SLB/CU.FT.

MAA. LATERAL ACCN. 83

R.M.S. LATERAL ACCN. a Z5

BOOST MACH Ng 2.

UP-AND- ALONG TRAJECTORY

9JT IS TARrAET ALTITUDE IN
THOUSANDS OF FEET.

%
7

Z,800

ALL- Up
WEIG14T

L.

L,rbOC

Z,400 _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

ZBOO

z,+oc =

1,800

1,600
0 50 too io zoo ZSO 00 350o 0

RANQI -N. MILES

FIG. 2 1. VARIATION OF WEIGHT WITH RANGE FOR

STANDARD MISSILES (DESIGNED FOR 74000 FT

ALTITUDE) ON UP-AND-ALONG TRAJECTORIES
TO VARIOUS TARGET ALTITUDES.

i
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FIG. 22.

MISSILE DIAMETER a 2F?.

DESIQN ALTITUDE 70,OOOFT.
PAYLOAD WEIGHT * 700 LB.
PAYLOPD DENSITY z 5I-BLBj4JFT.
MAX. LATEPIN. ACC.N.
R.M.S. LATERAL ACCN. -2-
500ST MACH1 NUMBER. Z.
UP-AND-ALONG TRAYECTOKY.
X. 15 RANGE IN N. MILES.

3o

WIGHT.A ITO FMISL EG TWTTAGTATTUEURSADADMSIE(IGNE O 000F.ATTUEO PANL LNBRJ.TREFRASEISO AGS
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FIG.23.

MISSILI DIAMET2A 0 2 FT.
OLSIGN ALTITUDE N 70,000 FT.
PAYLOAD WEIGHT " 7001.
PAYLOAD ODNSITY • 5IILBICUl
MAX. LATERAL ACCN. ' S

.M.S.LATIRAL ACCN. 0
BOOST MACH NUMBER -2
UP-AND-ALONQ TRAJECTORY
in, IS ALL-UP W.I HT IN Lb.

" 1,800 Z,000 2,200 ,OO .6OO 2,800

70

o! - _____

60

ARITI
ATIUDEO
Op FEET

5!-

So

40

30

0 so too ISO too too 30 50 0
RANGE- N. MI LES

FIG.23. VARIATION OF RANGE WITH TARGET ALTITUDE
FOR STANDARD MISSILES (DESIGNED FOR 70.000 FT.
AON UP-AND-ALONG TRAJECTORIES, FOR A

S
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FIG.25.
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FIG. 28.

MISSILE DIAMETER a ZFT.
DESIGN ALTITUDE = 70,OOOFT._____________

-3,800
PAYLOAD WEIGHIT = 7001-B.

PAYLOAD DENSITY a 51.BLB.ccU.PT

MAx. LATERAL ACCK4 =

K.M.S. LATERAL ACCN. Z

5005T MACHt NE a Z T 36
BEAM- RIDIN6 TRAJECTORY.

IS 1 TARGET ALTITUDE IN
3,400THOUSANDS OF FEET.

ALL-UP
WEIGHT

LB. 
0

-3,000-

Z 00-

so 70sos 100 110
RAN"3 - N. MILES

FIG. 28. VARIATION OF WEIGHT WITH RANGE
KFOR STANDARD MISSILES (DE.SIGNED FOR
70,00 FT ALTITUDE) ON BEAM -RIDING
TRAJECTORIES TO VARIOUS TARGET ALTITUDES.
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FIG. 29.
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L4 ____FIG. 32.
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Is___ ____ ____________________
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* 14____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

f SL

PRE 1S. up AT XLTITUDE L.

0 I0 ao 30 4-0 so 60 70
ALTITUDE TMOUD~kNO Of MET

FIG. 32. VARIATION OF THE 'ATMOSPHERE FUNCTIOWS
H AND IWITH ALTITUDE~J
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FIG. 3 3.

NET THRUST

F, WEIGHT AT SEA LEVEL

F, NET THRUST AT TROPOPALISE
WEIGHT

e t 0,.ANGLE OF CUMB
F) FZ F'.15 0,-750

V F,.5 FzI.5 el 75"

T F.%i F*-I 0,45
6 F.,Z F-I , - 7e

Z-6
FLIGHT
MACH
NUMBER

.4. _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

ALTITUDE -TNOUSAJDO O7 FEET

FIG. 3 3. VARIATION OF MISSILE FLIGHT MACH
NUMBER WITH ALTITUDE FOR STRAIGHT-LINE
CLIMBS FROM SEA LEVEL TO TROPOPAUSE.
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FIG. 34. (a &b)
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FIG.35.
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F* IS NET THRUST/ WE1I" I.6
RATIO AT TROPOPAUSEJ

115 DESICiN ALTITUDE IN
FHOUSANDS OF FEET M*83

AL

4 __ __ _sin_31 50 60 10 80

30 Sin___so

ANALE OF
CLIMB .0

IN D M'u2*6

'55 2-0 2.5_

I0~1- __ __ _ 1__ __

FIG.36. VARIATION OF ANGLE OF CLIMB WITH
F* FOR STRAIGHT-LINE CLIMBS IN THE
STRATOSPHERE. MACH NUMBER M* AT THE
TROPOPAUSE. M =3 AT DESIGN ALTITUDE ~
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FIG. 38.(aab).
6, OOOFT. ALTITUDE & ASOVE

18,000 FT. ALT TUD
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CTC SEA LEVEL

Z'0
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(a). (THRUST COEFFICIENT) X (SPECIFIC FUEL
CONSUMPTION), C-, C.

7

Ea .4- Z-6 Z-8 3-0

FLIGHTr MACH NUMbIM

() C YMC, IN THE STRATOSPHERE.

FIG. 38.(Q&b) RAMJET FUEL CONSUMPTION
PARAMETERS AS FUNCTIONS OF MACH

NUMBER AND ALTITUDE.
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FIG.40.
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